
THE CHALLENGES BROUGHT BY THE INTERNET WITH REGARDS TO

CHILD SAFETY RISKS

How can you teach your children to use the internet safely? even for someone who writes about a lot of these issues for
a living. . â€œFor my kids I have already set them up with their own personal private clouds through the Respect
Network and I have set up all the . But boundaries also bring freedom.

Cyberpredators Sexual and other predators can stalk kids on the Internet, taking advantage of children's
innocence, abusing their trust and, perhaps, ultimately luring them into very dangerous personal encounters.
We make a point of being open about the concept of inappropriate content and the existence of bad people. It
can also open doors of wonder for them that previous generations could not even have dreamed of. Encourage
your kids to interact online only with those they know, such as friends and relatives. For young or old, the best
protection against scams is knowing that if an offer sounds too good to be true, it probably isn't true. Ask to
see their child mobile devices periodically. They may carry a smartphone with them at all times. But if nothing
else, look to see what apps are installed, take a mental inventory, and if the parent is not familiar with the app,
go online and do investigation. Explain to your teens that they might change how they wish to portray
themselves onlineâ€”but that the Internet won't let them. Being aware of these challenges and understanding
why they lure teens is important for all parents. Basic guidelines for parental supervision: Spend time online
together to teach your kids appropriate online behavior. Watch for warning signs of a child being targeted by
an online predator. Teach your children to avoid clicking on emails or texts from strangers and to be wary of
messages that claim to be from their friends but have no genuine personal message attached. I have no filtering
of any kind on my kids internet, no snooping and no time limits. Resources Visit our online safety resources
and guides to support your child on a range of online challenges. Don't snoop, but talk to your kids about
public boundaries. They may post personal information online, for example in their social media profiles that
should not be out in public. I also have set up monitoring on their credit reports yes they are only three and
five but kids credit thievery happens all the time and I am with them when they are using the internet. I tried to
explain to them about the nasty side of the internet but it kind of fell on deaf ears, but I was able to educate
them about the dangers of the internet through my comic The Cynja. How you connect is important too, the
gadgets you use, smart phones, tablets even old fashioned computers all need to be protected as well. Here are
the seven greatest risks that kids face online: Cyberbullying According to Internetsafety On a more general
note, talk to your kids about how they use their computers and smartphones and ask about any concerns they
might have. Another option is to use a child-friendly browser that automatically blocks websites unsuitable for
kiddies. They probably will â€” like almost all adults. The Role of Social Media Social media rewards
outrageous behavior, and the more outrageous, the bigger the bragging rights. You can still exercise your
parental options such as limiting contact with certain kids or making specific activities off limits. My two
children are 9 and 14 years old, so I have two different sets of rules and advice for them. Young people are
easy marks for scams because they have not yet learned to be wary. This helps build the skill of judging risk
by talking about what could happen to someone who takes the challenge. In addition, many Internet security
products also include specific parental controls that can help you set a secure framework for your children's
online activities. Or, in online games, they or their "player characters" can be subjected to incessant attack,
turning the game from an imaginative adventure into a humiliating ordeal. Online Protection Tools Online
tools let you control your kids' access to adult material and help protect them from Internet predators.


